PHILLIPS' MILL ART EXHIBITION AWARDS 2019

1. PATRONS’ AWARD FOR PAINTING
   John Schmidtberger  Green Ravine  $1,000
2. PATRONS’ AWARD FOR DRAWING, PASTEL, OR PRINTMAKING
   Haley Manchon  For Hana  $1,000
3. PATRONS’ AWARD FOR SCULPTURE
   Michael V. Pascucci  Warrior  $1,000
4. AWARD FOR A REALISTIC DELAWARE VALLEY LANDSCAPE
   Sean Mount  Epochal Violence 6  $600
5. AWARD FOR A FIRST TIME EXHIBITOR IN HONOR OF RUSSELL P. GILSDORF
   Bernadette Andrews  New Hope Canal  $500
6. AWARD FOR A PAINTING OF AN INTERIOR SCENE
   Judith Sutton  Green Tea  $500
7. AWARD FOR ABSTRACT PAINTING IN MEMORY OF JULIA SPEDDING
   Joy Barth  Shift  $500
8. CASIMIR A. AND JANE P. SIENKIEWICZ AWARD FOR A TRADITIONAL PAINTING IN THE STYLE OF THE BUCKS COUNTY SCHOOL
   Mark McCoy  The North Country  $500
9. AWARD FOR A WATERCOLOR WITH A TRADITIONAL BUCKS COUNTY THEME
   Glenna L. Bye  Quakertown Back Wall of Trolley Barn  $400
10. AWARD FOR SCULPTURE IN MEMORY OF SHAUN MILLER
    Jennifer Rubin Garey  Growth of Fashion  $400
11. AWARD GIVEN IN HONOR OF RTP
    Joseph Gyurcsak  Meditation  $400
12. BUCKS COUNTY HERALD AWARD IN MEMORY OF JOSEPH T. WINGERT
    Richard Lennox  Tonal Gamur  $400
13. CRYSTAL SPRINGS FARM AWARD
    Tom Chesar  The Red Shed  $400
14. IN HONOR OF GRACE, GUS, AND TY
    Tracy Everly  Pink Geranium  $400
15. PHILLIPS’ MILL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION AWARD IN HONOR OF JANET HUNT
    Steve Zazenski  Winter Evening  $400
16. PHILLIPS’ MILL ART COMMITTEE AWARD
    Louis Russomanno  Basket of Envelopes  $400
17. PHILLIPS’ MILL HONORED ARTIST
    Robert Seufert  Water World  $400